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Connecting Neighborhood Councils 
and City Agencies: 

Trust Building through the 
Learning and Design Forum Process 

Pradeep Chandra Kathi and Terry L. Cooper 
University of Southern California 

Abstract 

Though citizen trust in government is very important for the legitimacy of 
the government, there is evidence to show that citizen trust in government is 

decreasing, not only in the United States of America but also all over the world. 
Scholars argue that citizen participation and collaborative processes involving 
citizen stakeholders in government decision-making could lead to increasing 
citizen trust in government. However, the argument that citizen participation in 

governance and citizen-government collaboration can lead to increased trust in 

governance from a conceptual or macro level perspective is difficult to visualize or 
establish empirically. We suggest that this collaboration and participation has to 
be at the experiential micro or local government level rather than at the concep- 
tual macro level. Citizen participation in general has to translate into collabora- 
tive relationships between specific micro-level citizen organizations and city or 
local public agencies. We also propose that citizen participation mechanisms 
like collaborations and cooperative arrangements as well as the processes of col- 
laboration are critical to establish the participation-trust causal relationship. We 
then present our Learning and Design Forum model as a process that facilitates 
a sustainable agreement between neighborhood councils and city agencies model 
for developing mutual trust and collaboration. 

Public trust of citizens in their government is important for any country. At 
the macro or national level, public trust provides legitimacy to government 
decisions (Feldheim and Wang, 2003). Citizen trust is a condition for a healthy 
democracy (Berresford, 2000a). Citizen trust in government is necessary for "po- 
litical leaders to make binding decisions and commit resources to attain societal 

goals" (Chanley, Rudolph and Rahn, 2000, 240). Public disinterest in govern- 
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ment functioning also affects the behavior of representative leaders, who may 
then just maintain status quo or resort to self-serving behavior. At the extreme, 
citizens' lack of trust in government may affect the willingness of the public 
to pay taxes or to comply with the law. It may also affect how willing quali- 
fied and competent members of society are to work for the government, which 
has implications for the quality of government personnel (Berresford, 2000b). 
Evidence shows that citizen trust in government is decreasing, not only in the 
United States of America but also all over the world. Although trust has many 
specific dimensions, we broadly define trust in government as the level of confi- 
dence citizens have in their government (both politicians and public officials) to 
do the right thing - to act appropriately and honestly on behalf of the public. 
This broad definition is also accepted by many scholars and is routinely measured 
by polls, some of which provide one-off snapshots that are comparable over time 

(example, the University of Michigan National Election Studies). 
In this paper, we discuss the trend of diminishing trust in government among 

U.S. stakeholders and argue that alienation from government can be overcome by 
active citizen participation in governance. However, this collaboration and par- 
ticipation in governance has to be at the experiential micro or local government 
level rather than at the conceptual macro level. The macro or conceptual level is 
not proximate to the citizen, so it is difficult to experience government directly 
in the same way as local government. We present research findings that show that 
collaborative planning and cooperative problem solving can balance inequalities 
in the power structure between city agencies and stakeholder groups by build- 
ing and supporting trusting relationships. We argue that in Los Angeles, where 
in the last decade dissatisfaction with service delivery undermined stakeholder 
trust in local government and led to secession efforts, the system of neighborhood 
councils is an appropriate experiential level citizen organization that could be the 
vehicle for collaborations leading to increased trust in city government. Then we 
present our Learning and Design Forum model as a basis for developing mutual 
trust and collaboration that facilitates a sustainable agreement between neighbor- 
hood councils and city agencies. 

Increasing Cynicism in Government 
The past two decades have shown a trend of declining trust of government 

among citizens across the globe. A number of books have highlighted the alien- 
ation of voters from government. These include Why Americans Hate Politics by 
E. J. Dionne in 1991, Democracy's Discontent by Michael Sandel in 1996, and Why 
People Don't Trust Government by Joseph Nye et al. in 1997 (DeLeon and DeLeon, 
2002). At the federal level in America, it was reported in several studies that 
citizen trust in government seems to be declining. In 1964, the University of 
Michigan National Election Studies indicated that about 60 percent of respon- 
dents stated that they had a "lot" of trust in government. By 1994, 30 years later, 
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this figure declined to about 25 percent. Nye, Zelikow, and King (1999) also 

presented similar findings. Another comparative survey on trust found that, in 
1964, 75 percent of respondents stated that they had a "lot" of trust in govern- 
ment; this figure went down to 20 percent in 1994 (Stonecipher, 1998). Many 
among the public believe that the government creates more problems than it 
solves (Wasserman, 1998). Lan (1997) writes that, since the 1980s, an increased 
tension between the citizens and public agencies has existed and negative feelings 
about the government have been high. 

The loss of trust and alienation from government is not restricted to the federal 
or state governments. A 1995 survey by Evan Berman (1997) indicates that 

"cynicism is present in about one third of all cities with populations over 50,000 
and one third of these have widespread 'ardently' cynical attitudes" toward gov- 
ernment. Pharr and Putnam (2000) write that, in the early 1960s, three quar- 
ters of the American public trusted the government to do what is right, and by 
1998 only 39 percent felt that way. They also report that only one third of 1960s 

respondents agreed with the statement, "Most elected officials don't care what 

people like me think." However, in 1998, this number had increased to about 
two-thirds of respondents. The lack of trust in government is not restricted to 
the United States alone. Nye, Zelikow, and King (1999) have also noted that this 
decline in trust in government applies to most Western European government 
institutions. A recent international survey found that the level of dissatisfaction 
with modern government was 65 percent in Western Europe, 73 percent in East- 
ern and Central Europe, 60 percent in North America, 61 percent in Africa, 65 

percent in Asia-Pacific, and 69 percent in Latin America (Reynolds, 2005). 

Citizen Participation and Trust 

King (1999) and Whelan (1999) attribute this lack of trust in the United 
States to the citizen participation ethos of the administrative state that still 
dominates American public administration. Under this ethos, citizen participa- 
tion was considered disruptive to smooth administration and the technical com- 

petence of the professional administrator was the tool for efficient government. 
Of late, scholars have advocated citizen participation on both normative (Dachler 
and Wilpert, 1978), and instrumental grounds (DeLeon and DeLeon, 2002; Irvin 
and Stansbury, 2004; Cooper, 1983). Scholars argue that citizen participation in 

government and involving citizen stakeholders in government decision-making 
could lead to increasing citizen trust in government (King and Stivers, 1998; 
Baxter, Eyles, and Elliott, 1999; Campbell, 2003) Implementing policies with 

public participation, even in highly technical issues, is necessary to enhance 
trust in government entities (Rowe and Frewer, 2000). Berman (1997) suggests 
that providing citizens with a means to influence public policy and government 
decision making would be an effective way to tackle cynicism and overcome lack 
of trust. Berresford (2000b) argues that citizens will be more trusting and have 
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more confidence in government if they feel part of the political process. Greater 
citizen involvement in local government has the potential for citizens to have 
more voice in the issues that government addresses on a day-to-day basis. Berres- 
ford (2000a) believes that trust in government can be built if citizen engagement 
in social problem solving is increased. 

The scholars and practitioners cited above make a case for a conceptual causal 

relationship between citizen participation in governance leading to increased 
trust in government. However, we believe that this causal relationship at the 
conceptual level of citizen participation leading to increased trust in govern- 
ment is difficult to establish empirically. The argument for citizen participa- 
tion in governance as a concept leading to increased trust is similar to the causal 
relationship between Protestantism and capitalism discussed by James Coleman 
(1986). As Coleman suggested, the relationship at the conceptual or macro level 
can only be explained by moving down first to the micro or experiential level of 
individual actions and then going back up again to the conceptual level. In the 
case of citizen participation/increased trust relationship, we propose that citizen 
participation in general has to translate into specific micro-level citizen organiza- 
tions and city or local public agencies. It is at this level that citizens interact with 
government on a day-to-day basis and most of their experiences and dealings 
with government are at this level. We also propose that specific citizen participa- 
tion mechanisms like collaborations and cooperative arrangements as well as the 
processes of collaboration are critical to establish the citizen participation/trust 
causal relationship. 

City Agencies and Neighborhood Councils 
While moving down to the experiential level of citizen participation in govern- 

ment, it is important to identify the government entity and the citizen organiza- 
tion that represents this level. In recent years, the depth and breadth of public 
participation in local government decision-making has significantly increased 
with innovative participation methods like citizen juries, citizen panels, com- 
munity visioning, and community planning. These mechanisms have been 
implemented with the intention of affecting the way civic services are delivered 
(Pratchett, 1999; Wilson, 1999). On a day-to-day basis, citizens interact mainly 
with local governments and their dealings with the state or federal government 
are very limited. It is not surprising, then, that participatory theorists propose 
that citizen participation in governance at the local level is the most practical and 
rational because it is at the local level that one can see the benefits of participa- 
tion most clearly (Pateman, 1970; Bachrach and Botwinick, 1992, as cited in 
Steelamn, 2001). Local governments could adopt participatory mechanisms that 
empower stakeholders and that enable them to represent their interests within 
service delivery areas, including urban planning, sanitation, street maintenance, 
parks and recreation, and public works. The line of argument is that it is possible 
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to achieve outcomes and better policy and implementation decisions if citizens 
are fully involved in participatory decision-making at the local level (Irvin and 
Stansbury, 2004). Rebuilding public trust - and preventing further deteriora- 
tion - through stakeholder participation in government decision-making on 
local government agencies' service delivery may be one avenue toward mitigating 
cynicism (King and Stivers, 1998). Therefore, city governments and city agencies 
seem to be ideally suited to represent government at the experiential level. 

As a vehicle to represent the voice and concerns of citizens, the concept of 
neighborhood councils seems quite appropriate. Neighborhood councils are qua- 
si-governmental citizen organizations created by formal arrangements like charter 
amendments. The intention is to promote and involve citizen groups in city 
decision-making. A common model of neighborhood councils is one in which 
the neighborhood councils are created by city charter amendments, and citizens 
self-organize into neighborhood councils, establishing boundaries, designing 
governance structures, creating bylaws, and establishing outreach procedures de- 
signed to attain inclusion of the diverse population of the neighborhoods (Musso, 
Kitsuse, and Cooper, 2002). The neighborhood council system appears to be one 
institutional mechanism to empower citizens, in part by improving service de- 
livery and increasing trust - two of many advantages of citizen participation. Of- 
ficially recognized local citizen organizations like neighborhood councils provide 
avenues for engaging citizens with city agencies in the planning and delivery of 
city services. As a tool of citizen participation, neighborhood councils have been 
posited as a good mechanism for involving residents/citizens in city decision- 
making (Scavo, 1993). The creation and/or recognition of such organizations at 
the neighborhood level has been a significant new way in which citizen engage- 
ment is being implemented in many U.S. cities like Portland; New York City; 
Minneapolis; Saint Paul; Columbus and Dayton, Ohio; Birmingham; and Seattle 
(Berry, Portney and Thompson, 1993). Nalbandian (1999) argues that "neigh- 
borhood councils will increasingly take over many of the responsibilities of city 
councils and administrators for setting priorities and evaluating service delivery." 
The recognition of neighborhood institutions as a citizen organization by way of 
formal arrangements creating collaborative governance has emerged in these and 
other cities during recent decades. In 1999, partly motivated by the attempts at 
secession by residents of three large parts of the city, Los Angeles established a 

system of neighborhood councils. A solid majority of the voters approved this key 
element of the new city charter. 

Collaborative Processes 
At the experiential or city government levels, the legitimacy of city agencies 

rests on their ability to collaborate with citizens while ensuring equity of rep- 
resentation in the partnership process (Nalbandian, 1999). Collaborative plan- 
ning and joint problem solving can balance the inequality in the power structure 
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by initiating a cycle of trust-collaboration-trust, wherein engagement with the 

city agency increases trust and encourages further engagement (Hutchinson and 
Vidal, 2004). Vigoda (2002) suggests that public trust is gained by bringing the 
administrator closer to the citizen so that administrator responsiveness to citizens 
is founded in collaboration rather than conflict. Trust, then, is not the merely 
vested in public officials and their stewardship (Kass, 1990) but rather is culti- 
vated though participation and developed through working directly with stake- 
holders in order to improve service delivery. 

Collaborative efforts aimed at addressing specific problems could lead to "better 
communications, sharing of information, building of trust, developing personal 
relations and leading to new opportunities for joint action" (Imperial, 2005). In 
the planning field, scholars and researchers have suggested that citizen participa- 
tion in the planning process can "generate trust, credibility, and commitment 
regarding the implementation of policies" (Brody, Godschalk, and Burby, 2003; 
Innes, 1996). In one specific case of a watershed eco-protection plan, collabora- 
tion between the watershed stakeholders and public agencies led to a strong 
foundation of trust between the organizations (Korfmacher, 2000). Research has 
also shown that successful prior collaboration can create a network between citi- 
zen organization representatives and public agency administrators and that such 
networks and relationships increase trust between the two (Koontz, 2005). 

Citizen participation in governance is likely to foster trust in the government 
agency, especially if the participants are given some power and control over the 
collaboration process (Baxter, Eyles, and Elliott, 1999). Irvin and Stansbury 
(2004) suggest that transparent decision-making processes build trust and that 
shared authority in decision-making improves the effectiveness of the process. 
Processes that provide for interactions between citizen groups and city agen- 
cies that address problem solving could lead to increased trust and understand- 
ing (Feldheim and Wang, 2003). On the other hand, Baxter, Eyles, and Elliott 
(1999) argue that distrust can arise between citizen groups and public agencies 
if the collaboration or consultation process is too scientific and technical without 
adequate stress on the process. 

From the above literature, the following factors stand out as the requisites for 
effective collaboration and trust building: 

• Working with citizen groups 
• Addressing a specific problem of service delivery 
• Shared power and authority 
• Improved communication and information flow 
• Making process less technical and scientific 

Our model of the causal relationship between citizen participation and trust is 
in Figure 1. Multiple collaboration processes with multiple citizen organizations 
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and city agencies could lead to increased trust of specific departments. Replica- 
tion, aggregation, and citywide adoption of these processes over many city agen- 
cies and citizen organizations could lead to increased trust in city hall as a whole. 
The model in Figure 1 establishes the broader linkage between "citizen trust in 

government" that results from shared, collaborative experiences. The model poses 
that the central link to trust in government, which is a deeply conceptual phe- 
nomenon, is directly linked to citizen experiences with city administrators in col- 
laborative settings in which information is shared and communication between 

governmental managers and citizens is enhanced. 

Learning and Design Forums 
Our collaborative process, the Learning and Design Forum, is designed to 

bring city agencies and neighborhood councils together in the delivery of city 
agency services and incorporates the requirements of effective collaboration. The 

Learning and Design Forum concept was designed as part of the Collaborative 

Leaning Project, an action research project in which City of Los Angeles admin- 
istrators and neighborhood leaders were brought together to review current prac- 
tices in order to share ideas and establish innovative means of providing effective 
service delivery. Our research has shown that collaboration appears most effective 
in sessions that include workshop presentations, small group and plenary discus- 
sions, informal networking, and participant reflection, all with an independent 
facilitator. Repeated interpersonal exchanges and institutional processes have 
been shown to create trust (Zucker, 1986). It has also been found that, if indi- 
vidual public employees are made aware of what the public actually needs and 

Figure I . Citizen Participation - Trust-Causal Relationship 
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they work to improve service delivery, trust can be maintained (Feldheim and 

Wang, 2002). Based on this approach, we developed the Learning and Design 
Forum model as a facilitated opportunity to bring together both neighborhood 
councils and City departments in the coproduction of services. This is in conso- 
nance with the concept of participatory democracy that seeks to "develop col- 
laborative practices based on trust, cooperation and respect between citizens and 
local government (Cuthill, 2002). Our work with neighborhood councils and city 
agencies demonstrates a further extension of citizen engagement to what some 
have referred to as co-production: the conjoint responsibility of lay citizens and 

professional government agents for the delivery of public services (Sharp 1980). 
The approach outlined here is best understood as a form of mutual adjustment, 
where the interaction among citizens and governmental officials lead to a mutu- 

ally agreed upon service delivery (Tang, 1999; Arentsen, Bressers, and O'Toole 

Jr., 2000). This is consistent with Lindblom's (1959) argument that public 
decision-making is incremental and a series of mutual adjustments. Small group 
decision-making literature that focuses on the need for quality and acceptability 
of decisions has supported this approach (Thomas, 1990). 

In our action research project, we brought together three sets of neighborhood 
councils and city agencies into the Learning and Design Forum sessions. The 
three sets of city agency representatives and neighborhood council representatives 
participated in three weekend sessions at the University of Southern California. 
The practical version of our conceptual model (Fig. 1) for increasing trust in city 
government places neighborhood councils and the Learning and Design Forum 
collaborative process in the participation-trust experiential relationship, and is 
shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Neighborhood Council - Trust in City Agency Causal Model 
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The central feature of the Learning and Design Forums is deliberation - face- 
to-face interaction over three half-days, led by a professional facilitator, and with 
assigned homework between sessions. The neutral territory of the meeting, the 

University of Southern California, acted as one factor offsetting the power imbal- 
ance. During the first session, the neighborhood councils and the city agencies 
presented their assessments of each other. These presentations were used as the 

starting point of discussion and opened up avenues for honest and frank informa- 
tion sharing and communication. Anothet important activity of the Learning and 

Design forum sessions was role reversal, which enabled the neighborhood council 
to have a better appreciation of the problems and constraints faced by city agency, 
and the city agency to understand the expectations and aspirations of neighbor- 
hood councils. Multiple small mixed teams comprising members of both groups 
were formed and worked together to address the issues to be resolved. These in- 
teractions over time built trust between the two groups and also led to the break- 

ing down of communication barriers. As one member said, "now we are speaking 
the same language." The Learning and Design Forum model of collaboration is 
shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Model for Enhancing Trust and Civic Capacity - Collaborative Learning Project 
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Conclusion and Discussion 
In the first Learning and Design Forum session with all the groups, the city 

agency representatives tried to take refuge in their budget limitations, plead- 
ing that there is not a lot they can do. They also tried to emphasize the technical 
nature of their department. The neighborhood council representatives initially 
seemed to accept that defense, but then a few began to push against that position. 
Soon the city agency representatives realized that they could not get away with 

simply paying lip service to collaboration while fending off any real collabora- 
tion with their technical information and pleas of budget constraints. They found 
themselves having to respond to particular questions that probed the reasons for 
their department s policies and practices. As the sessions progressed, the research 
team noticed that each side clearly understood much better what the other side 
has to deal with and the constraints they confront. A lot more empathy devel- 

oped on both sides, and they went on to establish a working relationship, where 

they connected names with faces. Personal relationships between the participants 
developed, and they shed their antagonistic attitudes. Some of the comments 
made by the neighborhood council and city agency Learning and Design Forum 

participants are shown in Table 1 on the following page. 
In the third collaboration process between four city-wide neighborhood coun- 

cils and the Department of Transportation, the neighborhood council participants 
were asked specific questions on their ability to trust the Department of Trans- 

portation (DOT) and the City Council at the beginning of the first Learning and 

Design Forum session and then at the end of third session. Though the sample 
size is too small for a significant generalization, the results are interesting and 
show increased neighborhood council trust in the DOT and City Council. The 
results of the small sample survey are shown below in Table 2. 

These findings suggest that neighborhood council representatives and city 
departments came away with a far more comprehensive understanding of their 

counterparts' fundamental perspectives, capabilities, and constraints. These 
shared understandings became the basis for mutual trust and collaboration. The 
concrete expression of this collaborative deliberation was a signed agreement 
between a city department and neighborhood councils for the delivery of city 
services in targeted areas. These agreements have become the beginning of an 

ongoing collaborative service delivery planning process. 
We see potential in our Learning and Design Forum model, which uses a facili- 

tator who leads the city agency and neighborhood council team members toward 
collaboration and agreement. The preliminary results have been encouraging. 
Two sets of neighborhood councils and city agencies have created written agree- 
ments on how the city agency will deliver its service in the neighborhood council 
area. The memorandum of understanding and collaborative process with the one 

city agency that was part of our process allowed for the exploration of infrastruc- 
ture needs specific to the four Southeast Valley neighborhood councils. The de- 
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Table I . Neighborhood Council and City Agency Participant Comments 

Neighborhood Councils Chy Departments 

I no longer felt a "they-us" split Trust doesn't just happen. . .unless both 
sides open up. We were open, and they 
were open. 

I am more open to them now, but trust has to Trust increased.The bureaus learned 
be built over a period of time. that the NCs could be partners, not just 

critics or consumers. 

Only toward those who actively participated For those individuals that were there, I 
from DCA. think trust improved. 

It took somebody to throw a party to make I think it got better. . .it takes time to 
the neighborhood councils and the depart- build trust. You need to see results over 
ment learn that they like each other. time for trust to develop. 

The results will be surprising if personal inter- A real education has taken place in 
ests and gains are set aside with the tasks at terms of what the community wants 
hand being approached in good faith through and what the department can do. 

cooperative efforts. 

Positively. It is based on knowledge of what I keep going back to seeing people as in- 

DOT can and cannot do. dividuals.That was a big change. . .these 
are real people. 

I trust the people, not the department policies. I think there was a break down of bar- 
riers. 

I was pleasantly surprised to find people at the The seeds have been set for improve- 

city agency open and communicative. ment, but we're not there yet. 

I personally learned to trust the city agencies Degree of trust is much increased, 

more than I did. 

Table 2.Trust Question Survey Results 

Question Total number of Number respond- Number respond- 
Neighborhood ing "yes" after first ing "yes" after third 
Council Respondents LandD Session LandD Session 

I trust the City of Los 14 2 8 

Angeles to incorporate 
neighborhood council 

suggestions 

I trust the DOT to 12 3 8 

incorporate NC 

suggestions 
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partment then used lessons learned in the collaboration to implement a citywide 
process of distributing Infrastructure Assessment Reports to every neighborhood 
council. The Department of Water and Power, when faced with serious objection 
from neighborhood councils over a proposed rate hike, adopted a different collab- 
oration process. This resulted in a citywide level agreement between the Depart- 
ment of Water and Power and neighborhood councils over future rate hikes. Our 

sample is small, and we are still developing the hypothesis that collaboration at 
the experiential level between city agencies and city agencies could increase trust 
of citizens in city government. The initial results with two sets of neighborhood 
councils and city agencies have been encouraging. We are hopeful that other city 
departments and other neighborhood and community organizations will further 

replicate and adapt the Learning and Design Forum collaboration process and 
that this replication, adaptation, and aggregation citywide will lead to increased 
trust in city government. 
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